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ABSTRACT
Programmable data planes enable stateful packet processing at hardware speeds—a new capability central to many recent systems. However, protocols and systems that effectively manage data plane state remain underexplored. This paper considers the problem of secure state migration, which can serve as an important building block for state management tasks. It delivers data plane state from a source switch to a destination switch without a software controller, while providing strong cryptographic guarantees on authenticity. Our protocol, P4Sync, tackles several technical challenges, such as adapting memory copy techniques in VM migration, offloading per-packet security operations to the data plane, and amortizing heavyweight cryptographic overheads over a batch of packets. Our initial validation shows that P4Sync has low traffic and memory overheads.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A recent advance in networking technology is the development of programmable data planes [11]. Unlike traditional fixed-function switches, recent switch hardware can be reconfigured using high-level languages, such as P4 [5], PoF [49], and NPL [4]. Users can realize a wide range of packet processing behaviors that were previously only implementable in controller software. In addition to supporting customized headers and protocols, a prominent feature of programmable data planes is stateful packet processing. A typical programmable switch has O(10MB) stateful memory. A switch program can allocate register arrays from memory, and these registers can be updated on a per-packet basis. Moreover, as long as a switch program compiles successfully to a target, the program is guaranteed to run at Tbps linespeed.

Data plane programmability has enabled an array of tasks to run directly inside the network. Recent use cases include network measurement and monitoring [58], network security [28, 38, 56, 57], load balancing [25, 29, 39], and failure detection and diagnosis [19, 24]. Stateful packet processing is central to many of these in-network tasks. Depending on the specific application, the particular form of state may vary—e.g., some tasks rely on per-flow state for access control [28] or covert channel defense [56], other tasks keep per-destination state for load balancing [25, 29], and yet others may accumulate state per-packet for fine-grained monitoring [48]. In each case, the network data plane can change the packet processing behavior dynamically without having to consult a central controller. This stands in stark contrast to traditional OpenFlow networks, where stateful processing happens mostly in control plane software.

Managing in-network state plane state, however, poses significant challenges. In an OpenFlow network, the centralized controller has a global view, and it plays an important role in state management tasks. In this context, a rich body of work has been developed centering around managing [15, 16, 43, 54, 59] and updating [17, 35, 44] network state in centralized SDN. In contrast, the counterparts of these algorithms in the setting of programmable data planes are much less well-understood. A strawman solution is to fall back to a centralized or switch-local controller, but this is often unattractive, as the control loop would significantly offset the benefit of keeping state in the data plane. Whereas data plane state can change per-packet at Tbps, control plane solutions operate at much larger timescales, and are therefore a poor fit for data plane state management.

In this paper, we consider the problem of secure state migration. Although data plane state management entails broader challenges, this primitive is an important building block for this general direction. Our goal is to develop a protocol for a switch to transfer its state to one or more destination switches effectively without involving a central controller, while providing strong integrity guarantees on the authenticity of the data and its sender. Many existing systems motivate the need for such a protocol: Contra [25] and Hula [29] require switches to propagate performance metrics across the network; FastFlex [57] requires switches to propagate attack detection results; and Swing State [37] develops program analysis techniques to identify state for migration, and sketches the first design for state migration. We design a new protocol that draws inspirations from live VM migration [12, 13, 32, 34, 47, 52, 55], while tackling practical challenges introduced by the P4 programming model.

Moreover, an important feature of our protocol is that it provides strong authenticity guarantees on the migrated state. Traditional control plane solutions can easily perform authentication on network state using cryptography, guaranteeing that received data has
indeed originated from the sender and that it has not been tampered with. However, when migrating state entirely in data plane, ensuring data authenticity is much harder. Programmable data planes have a restricted programming model, and they do not have built-in support for cryptography. Extending the programming model, whether using external cryptographic hardware modules or using control plane CPUs, is possible but still insufficient: standard signature schemes such as RSA are inherently too slow to perform over high-speed data. Our proposal develops support by marrying two lines of work: a thread of work in search for lightweight cryptographic functions implementable in the P4 programming model [14, 23, 46], and another on authenticating data streams by amortizing signature overhead over a set of packets [41, 42].

The resulting protocol, P4Sync, is a principled design that can securely transfer data plane state with low overhead. Concretely, P4Sync first copies the main register arrays end-to-end using the switch packet generator with appropriate rate control. During this process, additional dirtied data is buffered in an auxiliary register array for aggregation, and is then copied in a similar fashion. To authenticate migration packets, P4Sync builds a hash chain by attaching each migration packet with a hash value that is computed using the content of this packet and the hash value of the last packet. The receiver can verify the integrity of this hash chain using per-packet data plane operations in the normal case. Finally, P4Sync relies on the control plane to sign the end of the chain using a public key signature, authenticating the entire migration sequence. We develop a prototype based on the P4 bmv2 model, evaluate its effectiveness, and release the source code [6].

2 THE STATE MIGRATION PROBLEM

We give a more precise statement of the problem, and outline several design requirements for state migration.

2.1 Problem statement

The goal of state migration is to transfer a snapshot of stateful memory $St$ from a source switch $src$ to a destination switch $dst$. In programmable data planes, state resides in a set of register arrays $R_1, \ldots, R_n$. Each register array, $R_i$, $i \in [1..n]$, has a pre-defined size $s_i$ that is fixed at compilation time; and it can be indexed by an integer $j \in [1..n]$, where $R_{ij}$ is the $j$-th register of $R_i$. We denote the largest array size as $s_{max} = \max\{s_1, \ldots, s_n\}$. State migration could be periodic events. One round of migration finishes when the destination switch has received $St$ from the source switch. Across different rounds of migration, the source and destinations may also be different. Importantly, our definition is independent of the structure of the state (e.g., whether the registers are used as counters or part of a more advanced data structure, such as a count-min sketch or a bloom-filter); it is also independent from how state is used (e.g., whether a register is read-only or read-write, or registers may depend on each other).

Completeness. As a basic requirement, a migration protocol should guarantee that the state is completely copied from $src$ to $dst$ in each round. Achieving completeness in the migrated state would first require that the network provides reliable data transfer. This can be achieved by, e.g., prioritizing migration messages, adding FEC for error correction, and using acknowledgment and retransmission mechanisms on the migrated data. It also requires the migration protocol to sweep through the state efficiently in a systematic fashion.

Authentication. Furthermore, a receiver needs a way to check the integrity of the migrated data and to ensure that it comes from an authenticated sender. Symmetric cryptography, where the sender and receiver use a shared key for encryption and decryption, cannot provide non-repudiation guarantees in sender authentication. This is because any party holding the secret key could easily forge a message. In order to enable fault attribution—i.e., the ability to present cryptographic evidence that non-repudiable links a message to its sender—we need public key cryptography.

Overhead. Last but not least, the migration traffic should incur low overhead, because it shares the same network infrastructure with normal user traffic. Ideally, the migration protocol can dynamically control the rate of migration traffic, preventing potential congestion or microbursts.

2.2 State of the art & Limitations

Designing a migration protocol that achieves completeness, authentication, and low overhead presents unique challenges. As we discussed, only nascent work exists that consider managing data plane state [37, 51]. A notable project, Swing State [37], outlines a partial solution for state migration.

Swing state. The key insight of Swing State [37] is that register values can be piggybacked on network traffic, and that the migration traffic could be tunneled to the destination switches by header modifications in data plane. Concretely, consider migrating a register array $R_i$ of size $s_i$. Swing State uses normal user traffic to piggyback values in the registers that packets may access. If a packet accesses register $R_{ij}$, then the switch clones this packet into two copies. One of these copies is sent to the original destination. The second copy is tagged with the value of $R_{ij}$ as a special header, and sent to the migration destination.

Limitations. Swing State provides an interesting insight on leveraging network traffic for migration, but it also has notable limitations. Completeness: There is no guarantee that the migration will eventually transfer a complete snapshot of the sender state, because packets access the register array randomly and this may not cover the entire range. Overhead: As a result, the migration may take a long (or an indefinite amount of) time until all registers have been accessed by some packets. During this migration period, updates to the register array have to be repeatedly sent to the receiver. This causes high overhead. Authentication: Swing State also does not consider data or sender authentication.

3 THE P4SYNC MIGRATION

P4Sync builds upon the insight from Swing State—that we could migrate data plane state as packet headers. However, achieving the target properties in Section 2 requires a very different design. In this section, we describe the migration protocol, which is inspired by memory copy techniques developed in the context of live VM migration [12]; next section discusses authentication. Like Swing State, we assume that packet loss will be handled by out-of-band mechanisms, either using high priority for migration traffic or by retransmissions.
3.1 Roadmap

The goal of our protocol is to transfer program state—register arrays in programmable data planes—from the source to the destination, while minimizing traffic overhead and the impact on normal user traffic. Figure 1 shows the key components of the protocol, which we detail next:

- **Copying the main array.** For each register array, P4Sync copies all its elements by sweeping through the registers, and attaching state on migration packets. Our data plane design maintains a progress index, which points to the next register to be copied, and advances it for each migration packet. If no packets update the registers during the copy, then the migration completes after the progress index points to the end of the array.

- **Incremental copy.** However, user traffic might update the main array as we perform the copy. If a register is updated after the first copy—i.e., the write location is smaller than the progress index, the register becomes “dirty.” We record the updated delta into an auxiliary data structure—a delta array \( \delta \). The delta values are buffered for aggregation, and P4Sync sweeps through \( \delta \) when the main copy finishes.

- **Point-in-time snapshot.** After P4Sync has transferred the last element in \( \delta \), it has migrated a “point-in-time” consistent snapshot [31], i.e., at this point in time, the sender has completely copied the state to the receiver. When copying \( \delta \), we pause any updates to \( \delta \); any subsequent updates to the main array will only be captured in the next migration round.

- **Rate control.** P4Sync uses the switch packet generator [7, 8, 60] to create migration packets, and controls the migration rate by adjusting the generator frequency. The rate control mitigates potential impact on normal traffic.

Unlike VM migration, which is typically one-shot, data plane protocols [25, 28, 57] usually migrate state periodically. In each round, the above protocol is invoked for efficient and complete migration. Migration from one source to multiple destinations can be handled using a similar protocol, with migration packets multicast to all destinations.

3.2 Achieving migration completeness

Programmable data planes, unlike multicore CPUs, do not have concurrency in terms of multithreading. Rather, they process one packet at a time, only allowing pipeline parallelism. However, modern switches have hardware packet generators [7, 8, 60] that can send traffic at tunable speeds. P4Sync leverages this source of concurrency to harness a thread of execution for state migration. It triggers the generator to send \( \sum (s_i, i \in [1..n]) \) packets for the main copy, which migrates registers in \( R_i, i \in [1..n] \). The prog_indx index guides the migration packets into the right slots to attach state, and the index is incremented by each migration packet. The same progress index can be reused across register arrays, by using an additional register to hold the ID of the current array under migration.

Compared to Swing State [37], which uses normal traffic for migration, leveraging the packet generator leads to several desirable properties—we can easily control the migration rate, and also avoid potential microbursts and congestion.

3.3 Minimizing migration overhead

Next, we need to handle registers that have been “dirtied” once again after they have been migrated in the main copy. The canonical approach in VM migration is to use a bitmap to keep track of dirty elements, and to iteratively migrate dirtied data until no more updates are made. However, this assumes that the program has a small working set, so fewer and fewer elements become dirty as we incrementally copy. But this is typically not the case for data plane state, since indexes to register arrays may be computed by CRC functions and produce random accesses. In other words, the dirty rate is very high and the working set could be as large as the entire memory.

P4Sync handles this by tracking dirty data using an auxiliary register array \( \delta \), whose length is \( s_{\text{max}} \). If a write index is smaller than prog_indx, this register becomes dirty, and the delta is recorded in \( \delta \) at the same index. Whether dirty or not, all writes to the main array are immediately effective and they are never stalled by migration. This \( \delta \) array buffers and coalesces additional writes to reduce migration traffic. When P4Sync has migrated a main array, it proceeds to copy the delta array.

When copying \( \delta \), this array is not updated by additional writes any more. Rather, modifications to the main array will only be reflected in the next round of migration. P4Sync sweeps through \( \delta \) using an index, and completes a point-in-time consistent [31] snapshot by the time \( \delta \) has been migrated. Since \( \delta \) is shared by all register arrays, we have a constraint that we can only migrate main arrays sequentially one after another. In the case where the switch memory has enough resources to hold a \( \delta \) array for each main array, then P4Sync can migrate all arrays in parallel by attaching multiple register values to the same migration packet.

3.4 Controlling migration rate

Another critical aspect of state migration is rate control, similar as in VM migration [12]. This is because migration traffic may cause collateral damage to normal user traffic—additional traffic may produce congestion or packet drops, or they may cause microbursts in the switch buffers. P4Sync controls migration traffic rate by configuring the packet generator depending on the network condition. Suppose that we want the rate to be lower than \( R_m \), and...
the migration to finish within $\epsilon_t$; and further assuming a propagation delay of $d$, a total state size of $s_{\text{reg}}$, and a migration packet size of $S_{\text{pkt}}$, then the packet generation frequency could be set to $R_m/S_{\text{pkt}} \leq P_{\text{gen}} \leq (\epsilon_t - d)/(S_{\text{reg}} + S_\delta)$. In addition, migration traffic could be load-balanced across multiple ports, e.g., using least-utilized switch ports at any given moment [21], to avoid creating network congestion.

4 THE P4SYNC AUTHENTICATION

Next, we describe how P4Sync performs efficient authentication to provide non-repudiation.

4.1 The threat model

We assume that the operator has deployed a correct migration protocol with a reasonable migration speed, and that the sender and the receiver switches are trusted, but other switches and links are not. The attacker’s goal is to disrupt the functionalities of data plane applications by tampering with the migration protocol, either by modifying migration traffic maliciously or injecting/replaying spoofed packets via compromised switches or hosts. Under these assumptions, the attacker can launch at least three different types of attacks:

On-path tampering attacks. The adversary can attack the network by sniffing and tampering with the migration packets directly. For example, in Contra [25], a load balancing system, switches exchange migration packets that carry link utilization metrics to compute least-utilized routes. The attacker can cause load imbalance or even forwarding loops in the network by capturing and then modifying the link utilization data. She can also broadcast spoofed messages to say that a specific link in the network has very low utilization, causing large volume of traffic to be routed to that link; this would in effect launch a link-flooding attack [27, 50].

Off-path injection attacks. The attacker is also able to inject spoofed migration packets off-path. For instance, FastFlex [57] proposes a decentralized link-flooding defense in the data plane, where switches synchronize their reports on malicious flows with each other for network-wide defense. The attacker can inject spoofed synchronization packets, so that the switches misidentify legitimate flows to be malicious, causing them to be penalized or dropped. In addition, she can also launch “BGP poisoning” style [10] attacks to attract traffic to a link that she controls.

Replay attacks. An attacker can also capture legitimate migration packets from an authenticated switch, and re-injects them into the network later. It is well-known that replay attacks can be effective even when authentication mechanisms are in place [33]. As an example attack, consider Poise [28], which is an access control system that grants or denies access to network requests based on special “context” packets from clients. An attacker may be able to replay such packets to gain privileged permissions.

4.2 Efficient stream authentication

We now discuss how we authenticate a stream of migration packets efficiently. The starting point of our design is a protocol called EMSS [41], which considers the problem of performing efficient authentication over a stream of packets while avoiding the overhead of performing one public key signature per packet. Using this mechanism, P4Sync attaches a hash value to every migration packet. The hash value for the $i$-th packet is computed as $h(i) = h(P, h(i - 1))$, where $P$ is the current packet and $h(i - 1)$ is the hash value of the previous packet. The receiver will therefore receive a chain of hash values, and can verify whether or not the hash chain is correctly constructed. Any incorrect hash values will cause the entire chain to be invalidated. At the end of the stream, the sender switch generates a special EOS (end of stream) packet that carries a public key signature of the final hash value. The receiver, using the public key of the sender, verifies whether or not this value authenticates the stream that has been received so far. We assume that the sender and receiver switch have exchanged their keys securely.

A special consideration is to handle transient states during migration and authentication. Since state transfer takes time to finish, there are two types of transient state. First, there will be a period of time during which the state has not been completely transferred. Therefore, the receiver state is only a subset of the sender state; this transient state is unavoidable. Second, there is a delay between the time when the destination receives the full state and the time when it receives the RSA signature. This is because the public key signature requires control plane involvement on a switch. On a modern CPU, it takes 1.5ms to generate a RSA-2048 signature [26]. If the receiver only starts using the data after receiving the RSA signature, this would create O(ms) additional latency. P4Sync allows receivers to start using unauthenticated data in this transient state, but quickly detects any tampering with a O(ms) delay. We believe that this is a reasonable tradeoff, because such an attack can only cause milliseconds of disruption. As soon as an attack is detected (e.g., RSA signature verification fails), the receiver raises an alarm to the operator and reports the attack.

In order to defend against replay attacks, P4Sync uses sequence numbers for the epochs and the migration packets per epoch. Concretely, time is divided into epochs, and each epoch has a unique ID $\text{epoch}$. Within each epoch, migrated state is associated with a sequence number $\text{seq}$, e.g., the register array ID and the progress index. An $\langle \text{epoch}, \text{seq} \rangle$ pair will uniquely identify the state sequence, and epoch and $\text{seq}$ can only increase with time. Therefore, if an attacker replays an old packet of which the $\langle \text{epoch}, \text{seq} \rangle$ are outdated, the receiver will correctly reject it.

4.3 Handling packet loss and reordering

Upon packet reordering or loss, the receiver may not be able to authenticate a packet because the previous packet/hash is missing. P4Sync detects such cases by checking the $\langle \text{epoch}, \text{seq} \rangle$ pair, and uses an advanced version of EMSS [41] to mitigate this problem. Specifically, P4Sync uses EMSS to construct multiple hash chains, where it attaches a packet with multiple hash values to build $\text{skip list}$ like data structure. As Figure 2(a) shows, the sender computes $h(i_1) = h(P, h(i - 2^0)), h(i_2) = h(P, h(i - 2^1)), ..., h(i_n) = h(P, h(i - 2^n))$, where $h(i - 2^k)$ is the hash value of the $2^k$-th packet before the current one. The receiver only needs to rely on one hash value to authenticate a received packet, and authentication only fails if all dependent hash chains are missing, which is unlikely.

To support this, the receiver uses an auxiliary register array of size $s_{\text{max}}$ to maintain hash values of all previous packets. P4Sync
initializes all values in the register array to zero, and stores the hash values of authenticated packets in the positions indexed by their sequence numbers. Figures 2(b) and (c) show the process of authenticating a newly arrived packet. The packet carries multiple hash values that rely on different packets, ordered from the most recent to the least recent. P4Sync first tries to authenticate the current packet with the hash value that relies on the least recent packet, in case more recent packets have not yet arrived due to reordering. If the packet is authenticated successfully, P4Sync will cache its hash value in the register array. If the hash value of the previous packet is invalid (default: zero), which means the packet has not been received yet, P4Sync will try to use the hash value of the second least recent packet. For example, for packet 117, P4Sync will first try to use the hash value of packet 101 to authenticate it. If packet 101 has not been received, packet 117 is recirculated to index this array one more time, attempting to use 109 for authentication. In the worst-case scenario, none of the previous hash values have been received. In this case, P4Sync stores the hash value in the register array but marks it as unauthenticated. At the end of the migration, P4Sync uses the packet generator to sweep through this array end-to-end, and recompute hash chains for all such registers.

4.4 Discussions

Handling frequent migration. In some cases, the state migration happens very frequently. For instance, some systems [25, 29] may generate migration packets at RTT timescales. Therefore, the signature operations may still be invoked quite frequently. To handle this, we can perform further batching to use one signature per k epochs. This would further amortize the public key cryptography cost.

Handling denial of service. Our current design leaves denial-of-service attacks out of scope. Such an attacker can drop or modify migration packets so that the hash values are always rejected by the receiver. To mitigate this, we could consider mimicry defenses where migration traffic is hidden as normal user traffic. We plan to explore this in future work.

5 INITIAL VALIDATION

Setup. We have built a prototype of P4Sync for initial validation, which is written in P4 [5] for the migration logic and Python for traffic generation. It runs in Mininet v2.2.2 with bmv2 model. We adopt the same scenario with Swing State [37], where a source switch migrates a hash table that tracks packet counts of each flow in a network without packet loss and reordering. We also use Swing State as the baseline for comparison. The hash table is implemented using register arrays and uses CRC16 to calculate indexes with flow 4-tuples. We test different hash table sizes from 2^10 to 2^16. We use SipHash [9] to build a hash chain and use RSA to sign and verify the last migration packet. SipHash [9] is a pseudorandom function (PRF) that can be used to derive keyed hashes, or HMACs, using a shared secret, and it can be implemented entirely in data plane; we borrow this insight from a previous project, SPINE [14]. To provide non-repudiation, the RSA operations run in the switch control plane. Our experiments mainly answer two questions: a) How efficiently can P4Sync migrate state? b) How effectively can P4Sync perform authentication?

Overhead. We first evaluate the migration overhead for different hash table sizes, by measuring the number of migration packets needed to completely migrate the hash table. If the register array size is n and a system uses N packets, we say that the overhead is N/n. As shown in Figure 3, P4Sync has an overhead of 2x, because it sweeps first through the main array and then the delta array. The baseline has much higher overhead (7.4x-14.9x). This is because user traffic produces random accesses to the register arrays, so it takes a long time to achieve complete migration (Section 2.2).

To further understand the overhead of the baseline, we further measure the completeness with different numbers of migration packets for the hash table with 2^10 entries. As shown in Figure 4, the baseline already achieves 99.22% completeness when using 5x migration packets, but it uses another 3x to migrate the rest. This is expected, because as more entries are migrated, the probability that a normal data packet hits an entry that has not been migrated decreases gradually. Actually, this can be modeled as a coupons collector problem [3], and the expected number of packets needed to migrate the entire hash table can be computed as n × Σ^n_i=1 1/i, where n is the register array size. Depending on the structure of the state, an incomplete state copy may not be usable, e.g., if registers depend on or refer to other registers that are missing.

In terms of memory overhead, we found that for a hash table of size 2^16, the memory overhead for P4Sync is 128 kB for the delta array. Since the network does not incur loss, the auxiliary registers for buffering hash values are not needed. If they are added to the program, they would incur a similar amount of overhead as the delta array, as each of them has size s_max. Overall, P4Sync incurs O(100kB) memory, only a fraction of O(10MB) memory in modern switches.

Authentication. To evaluate how effectively P4Sync performs header authentication, we simulate an attacker who launches two attacks: a) the attacker captures the migration packets and changes the carried state; and b) the attacker masquerades as the source
We measure the latency of generating and verifying a RSA signature. P4Sync provides non-repudiation guarantees by verifying the RSA signature of the last migration packet of each migration epoch. We measure the latency of generating and verifying a RSA signature in the control plane of a Wedge 100BF-32X Tofino switch, which has an eight-core Intel CPU at 1.60GHz. We find that it takes 2.15ms and 0.07ms on average to sign and verify a RSA-2048 signature. Therefore, the delay for authentication is under 3ms overall. To support more frequent migrations, P4Sync needs to be extended to handle those cases.

6 RELATED WORK

State migration. State migration has been studied in traditional and SDN networks [20, 30, 36, 52]. For instance, VROOM migrates virtual routers across physical routers while minimizing disruption to user traffic. Swing State [37] and LOADER [51] sketch initial approaches to data plane migration. P4Sync proposes a principled migration protocol, and can provide authentication guarantees.

Crypto support in P4. A number of projects have considered cryptographic support in P4 [1, 2, 14, 22, 23, 46]. The most related work is SPINE [14], which uses SipHash [9] as a building block for header encryption.

Stream authentication. P4Sync builds upon previous proposals for amortizing signature cost [18, 40–42, 45, 53]. We adapt one of these protocols—EMSS [41]—for the data plane, and addresses several practical challenges, such as replay attacks, packet loss and reordering, and P4 support.

7 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

We have described P4Sync, a state migration protocol that efficiently transfers switch state in the data plane, while leveraging signature amortization for authenticating the state and the sender. We hope that P4Sync will promote more discussions in the community on a) cryptographic support for data planes and b) state maintenance for P4 networks. Going forward, we are working to develop a hardware prototype and conduct a wider range of evaluations.
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